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introduction_preface 

A world's fair, traditionally, has been a place for the international exchange of 
ideas and goods. The value of this is immeasurable. Many of the great 
inventions of the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries have occurred because of these 
global events. 

These events occur in all types of cities and on all types of fairgrounds. Capital 
cities and major international cities have traditionally held the largest fairs, but 
cities such as Spokane, Washington and San Antonio, Texas have also held 
successful specialty fairs. The success of the fair has depended not on location, 
but on many other factors, such as publicity, world events, and particularly 
planning and fairgrounds. 

While the infrastructure of the fairgrounds has been dictated by different 
conditions, a reoccurring element has been the grid. The grid is formed from 
interlocking systems, much like interlocking threads form textiles. It is the 
combination of systems and the interlocking of those systems that forms a new 
surface. 

The goal of this project is to explore the notions of grounds by using systems of 
"weaving" to determine the infrastructure of a world's fairground in Lubbock, 
Texas. 

"At world's fairs man is totally in control and synthetic nature is preferred to the 
real thing." - J.B. Jackson 
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weaving_introduction 

Weaving is a form of integration through combining opposed, interlocking 
systems. These systems are composed of threads; each thread, or strand, is 
representative of a linear element. When combined, these elements form a 
cohesive surface. While the constituent elements are linear, the result is not 
necessarily orthogonal, nor are the lines necessarily parallel to each other. 

The application of this notion to architecture is particularly relevant on the civic 
scale. Infrastructure operates similarly, as it is composed primarily of linear 
elements and requires different systems to come together to form a cohesive, 
supporting unit. 
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pare de la villette_bernard tschumi 

Bernard Tschumi's organizational approach to Pare de la Villette was using a 
grid to regulate the space and allowing for improvisation with lines and surfaces. 
He used the notions of point, line and plane to program the space, as there was 
much more space available than program needed. The site was approximately 
55 hectares, making it on par with most world's fair sites. This project was also 
similar to world's fairs in that it required many different activities to occur 
within the space, most of which had to do with exhibition and exposition. 
Bernard Tschumi used the intersections of the grid as the place where 
programmatic elements would be located, as opposed to using the space in
between as many planners have done in the past. In Tschumi's proposal, 
improvisation was allowed for by the lines imposed over the grid. The lines and 
planes of his plan served several programmatic needs, such as galleries to walk 
along and garden surfaces. This regulatory approach, while still allowing for 
improvisation, is closely related to weaving. In weaving, there is an underlying 
structure, but at the same time a diversity is required in order to be visually 
stimulating. In this way, a fairground could also be organized in the same 
fashion: using an underlying structure with improvisational components to form 
a new surface. 
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pare de la villette_bernard tschumi_diagrams 4 

Fig. 1.1 exploded plan exploded isometric 
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pare de la villette_bernard tschumi 

Tschumi's primary circulation is formed from the linear elements. There are two 
main galleries to transverse the park, one with an east-west orientation, and one 
with a north-south orientation. There are two predominant types of path: the 
direct and the indirect. Direct paths form the main galleries, while the indirect 
paths are formed by walkways that meander through the seven gardens. 
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pare de la villette_rem koolhaas 

Rem Koolhaas, on the other hand, used the notion of banding to regulate the 
organization of the park. Although it may seem like banding is unrelated to 
weaving, it also provides and underlying structure, to which binding elements 
can be applied to "weave" the new surface. Koolhaas' design uses additional 
layers to bind together the banded structure. There was a layer of"confetti," or 
small elements, circulation and a layer of large elements. The interlocking of the 
layers formed the woven surface, as opposed to Tschumi's proposal, which used 
an interlocking base and then improvised on top to form the new surface. 
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Fig. 1.6 diagram showing relationship of program area to park area 

The first assessment Koolhaas made 
was that the program was too large 
for the size of the park, if it were to 
remain a park in the traditional 
sense of the word. "A conventional 
park is a replica of nature serviced 
by a minimal number of facilities 
that ensure its enjoyment; the pro
gram of Pare de la Villette extends 
like a dense forest of social instru
ments across the site." (Koolhaas, 
921) They therefore saw the pro
gram as a suggestion, allowing them 
to design a more flexible system of 
elements. 

programmatic diagram 
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pare de la villette_rem koolhaas_diagrams 

Fig. 1. 7 banding layer 

The first step was to subdivide the 
entire site into bands which could 
organize the program. These strips 
also took into account the existing 
elements and provided a structure of 
basic dimensions that could be fur. 
ther subdivided as needed. The way 
in which the site is divided into a 
structure of bands is similar to the 
way weaving uses a base structure 
of warp and weft threads to create a 
basis for a pattern. 

strip diagram 
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After dividing the site into bands, 
small scale elements, such as kiosks, 
playgrounds, sales kiosks, refresh
ment bars and picnic areas, were 
added. "Their distribution in the 
form of different point grids across 
the site is established mathemati
cally on the bases of their desirable 
frequency." (Koolhaas, 925) There
fore, as in weaving, it is the varia
tion within the basic structure that 
forms the pattern. 

confetti diagram 
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Fig. 1.9 circulation layer 

Koolhaas uses two types of paths to 
accommodate circulation in the pare. 
The primary path is what he calls 
"The Boulevard," which is accessible 
24 hours a day. The "Promenade" is 
intended as a complimentary path 
and connects potential plazas. 

access and circulation diagr am 
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+ 

Fig. 1.10 the final layer 

"The final layer is a composition of 
the major elements-added and 
found-that are unique or too large 
to be located according to 
mathematical rules or to a 
system." (Koolhaas, 929) This layer 
accommodates some of the large 
scale programmatic elements such 
as the Science Museum and Grand 
Halle, which were preexisting on the 
site. 

the final layer 
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Fig. 1.11 composite plan showing all layers plan 



exposition universelle 186 7 

The Exposition Universalle in Paris took place on the Champs de Mars, which 
until the exposition had been used as a great military training ground. The site 
was set on 67 .8 hectares, or about 165 acres. 

This exposition is unique in the way that it operates. It uses a concentric 
pathway as well polar pathways to transverse the fairground quickly. This 
pairing allows the fairgoer to experience the space in a variety of ways; they are 
able to meander through the different pavilions, or go more directly from one 
place to another. The pavilions of the fair were organized in the polar direction 
by category and in the concentric direction by country. Therefore, if one wanted 
to see all that a country had on display, they would simply follow the path in 
concentric rings. On the other hand, if they were more interested in a particular 
type of study, they would go back and forth along a polar line from outside to 
inside of the concentric rings. 

This method of circulation is particularly applicable to the site of the cliff in 
Lubbock, TX. This is because there are two basic ways to traverse the cliff: 
perpendicular or parallel to the slope. Perpendicular allows for a quick descent, 
but requires more physical work, and parallel allows for an easier descent but 
takes much more time to travel. Also, when designing the fairground parallel to 
the slope, the circulation begins to accommodate the pavilions alongside the 
path. 
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exposition universelle 1867 _drawings 
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exposition universelle 1867 _drawings 
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Fig. 1.13 plan, section, elevation drawings 
plan 

section/elevation 
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Fig. 1.14 overlay of circulation diagrams on plan path study 
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fairground_introduction 

A fairground is a place that accommodates a certain type of activity and 
exhibition, namely a fair. A fair operates in the framework this system creates. 
A fairground is made of exhibition spaces: places for people to exhibit products, 
ideas and themselves. Fairgrounds also have networks that connect these 
exhibition spaces such as transportation (roads, paths, rails and waterways) and 
communication (telephone, cinema, and signs) systems. This alphabet of parts 
has come from the study of many fairs and fairgrounds on both large and smaller 
scale, including the South Plains Fair, Dallas Fair Park, both Chicago world's 
fairs, New York World's Fair, Hemisfair in San Antonio, Spokane World's Fair, 
Expo '58, Expo '67, among others. 

"A fair is a construction." It is a microcosm of how designers envision the world. 
"As cities within cities and cultures within civilizations, they both reflect and 
idealize the historical moments when they appear." (Gilbert, 13) It is purely 
synthetic in nature and allows planners to see how users react to a specific type 
of organization. It also allows users to experience an "urban utopia." This idea 
is what has shaped the modern world's fairground. 
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world's columbian exposition_history 

In 1893, the World's Columbian Exposition was held in Chicago, Illinois. This 
fair, like The Great Exhibition in London, helped to further advance industry 
and technology. Some notable contributions to society that made their first 
appearance at the fair include: the Ferris Wheel, the Pledge of Allegiance, 
Cream of Wheat, exhibits of the science of anthropology, as well as many others. 
This fair was a great success despite many hardships, including economic 
depression and the death of one of the fairgrounds planners. The buildings 
themselves did not reflect new technology as did the Crystal Palace, but the 
emphasis on this fair was directed more towards social science. This can directly 
be seen in the display of different cultures, such as Plains Indians, the 
Dahomeyan Village, as well as a day set aside of African American artists and 
musicians. This shift marked a change in fair eras. 
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world's columbian exposition_analysis 

The World's Columbian Exposition was considered to be one of the most 
successful world's fairs. Over 27 million people visited attended the exhibition. 
It inspired the City Beautiful movement in the United States, and while some 
considered this a success, Louis Sullivan contended that it set architecture in the 
US back fifty years. It was known as The White City, because of the pristine 
classical buildings. There were strict regulations on the buildings to be built 
around the main circle, including a common pediment height. 

While individual buildings did not reflect a new technology, the fairground itself 
marked a change in the thinking of fairs. This fairground was intended to 
remain a grounds even after the end of the exposition. While Paris began the 
outdoor fair on a grounds, the fairground was never intended to remain a 
fairground. The World's Columbian Exposition was used as a way to redevelop 
the area of town in which it was located. The intention was for this new grounds 
to be continued to be used as a fairgrounds and as a park, thus marking a new 
type of fairground. 
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world's columbian exposition_map 

Fig. 2.1 fairground map 
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world's columbian exposition_diagram 
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brussels expo '58_history 

The Brussels Exposition was the first major exposition since World War II. The 
fair focused on science and technology, in effort to enlighten the public, as this 
fair took place at the beginning of the cold war. There were powerful political 
statements that were made through both architecture and the planning. For 
example, the United States Pavilion was situated directly across from the 
Russian Pavilion and, according to historians and fairgoers, both structures 
seemed to be asserting themselves as the powerhouses of the fair. 
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brussels expo '58_analysis 

The fair located on the grounds of the previous 1935 world's fairgrounds. The 
designers added approximately 50 hectares to the original grounds and a distinct 
difference can be seen in the design of the '35 grounds and what was added. The 
grounds from the 1935 fair were classically organized with the Grands Palais 
being clearly the most important building hierarchically. The addition of the fair 
used a more picturesque style of organization. The circulation operated as 
circuits rather than direct paths between monuments. 

This fair is very relevant to the grounds in Lubbock because of the circuit paths. 
The organization of the new portion of the fair was related to the land, and the 
landscaping of it rather than buildings imposed on the land. In a similar way, 
the cliff is the dominating feature of the park and grounds and due to the nature 
of the cliff, it would be appropriate to organize the fair according to the nature of 
the cliff and not opposed to it, as a classical organization would call for. 
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Fig. 2.3 official fairground map showing sections fairground map 



brussels expo '58_diagram 30 

permanent buildings 

Fig. 2.4 figure/ground diagram 



brussels expo '58 d" - iagram 

Fig. 2.5 circulation di a gram 
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montreal expo '67 _history 

The first Universal Category exposition in North America was Expo '67, held in 
Montreal. Not only was it the first Universal Category, but it was also the first 
world's fair to be held on several islands. The theme was "Man and His World," 
and it was the second largest attendance in world's fair history. This fair was 
surrounded by controversy from the beginning, and even while it was taking 
place, French President Charles de Gaulle stirred up tensions between French 
and English Canadians by proclaiming "Vivre le Quebec libre!" during a speech 
given from the Montreal city hall. 
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montreal expo '67 _analysis 

The fair was held on the port and two islands that were constructed specifically 
for the fairground. The islands were formed primarily from the excavated dirt 
from the city's new metro system. The new infrastructure of the metro was a 
vital element of the Expo. Because the fair was located on and island, a parking 
system was never an issue. People came to the island via ferry or by the metro. 
Four systems of transportation were used, two to get to the islands and two once 
fairgoers were on the grounds. The train and ferry allowed people to get to the 
islands and a minirail and pedestrian paths, including bridges, accommodated 
fairgoers once on the isles. 

After studying Expo '67, it is evident Walt Disney used the ideas from this fair 
for the planning of Disney World. The notions of bringing people to the grounds 
and leaving their cars far away is one of the most noticeable ways Disney used 
the study of this fair in his design. The circulation in this fair is a key change in 
world's fairs. 
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montreal expo '67 _drawings 34 

Fig. 2.6 fairground plan 
fairground plan 



montreal expo '67_diagram 35 

Fig. 2. 7 figure/ground diagram 
figure/ground analysis 
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montreal expo '67_impact on Walt Disney World 

Disney World has taken many principles from fairs from 1893 and onwards. A 
main feature of the World's Columbian Exposition was anthropology, which has 
reoccurred in the form of the idealized Main Street, USA, mass culture, and 
"exotic eateries" in Adventureland. 

Disney took the opportunity to observe the planning of Expo '67 in Montreal, and 
used many of the ideas to create Disney World, which began construction the 
same year. Like Montreal, Disney had to construct the fairground almost from 
scratch. In order to construct Disney World, 5 million cubic yards of earth had to 
be moved. Disney also paid close attention to the way Expo '67 moved people 
and the level of control they exercised over fairgoers. Like Expo, they created a 
point where people left their cars in the city, and used a ferry and monorail to 
bring them into the park. 
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context_introduction 

The site for this fair is in Lubbock, TX and is situated between a city park and a 
local fairground on one side, and a amusement park on the other side. The site 
itself is a cliff of one side of the canyon that separates these three places. 

The site of the cliff was chosen for the fact that it is the dividing factor between 
two civic spaces that seemingly turn their backs on one another. Neither of 
these addresses the cliff as anything more than an imposition. 

The intention of this project is to use the cliff to mediate between the fair and 
the park, and the fair and Joyland amusement park. By situating a fairground 
on this divisive feature, and using the principles of weaving in the design of this 
fairground, the potential to bring these separate places together to form one 
continuous grounds. 
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site_aerial photograph 41 

Fig. 3.1 aerial photograph aerial photograph of region 



site_diagram 42 

Fig. 3.2 aerial photograph showing sections diagram of regions 



site_map 43 

Fig. 3.3 street map showing ridge of cliff contextual map 



site_analysis 

Several analyses were done to better understand the site and the relation of the 
parts to the whole. Circulation diagrams pointed to the fact that the cliff is a 
circulation barrier and is rarely traversed. 

In the course of studying the cliff, a slope analysis was also done which 
determined that the face of the cliff could be divided into facets. These facets are 
based on a percentage of slope. The category of facets changes with each 5 
percent increase in slope. 
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site_conceptual analysis 
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Fig. 3.4 initial slope analysis 
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Fig. 3.5 map with circulation 
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Fig. 3.6 figure/ground analysis 
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Fig. 3. 7 full slope analysis 



site_sections 49 

Fig. 3.8 sections through site showing cliff site sections 



site_photographs 50 

Fig. 3.9 ppotographic path every 30 feet 



site_photographs 61 

Fig. 3.10 p}lotographic path every 30 feet 



site_photographs 52 

Fig. 3.1 photographic path every 30 feet 
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Fig. 3.12 photographic path every 30 feet 



site_photographs 

Fig. 3.13 photGgraphic path. every 30 feet 



site_photographs 55 

Fig. 3.14 photographic path every 30 feet 



site_photographs 66 

Fig. 3.15 photographic path every 30 feet 
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Fig. 3.16 photographic path every 30 feet 
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Fig. 3.17 photographic path every 30 feet 



panhandle south plains fair_introduction 

The Panhandle South Plains Fair has been in existence since 1914 and is still 
opening its gates each fall. Not only do the fairgrounds host the fair each year, 
but it is also used for other events during the rest of the year. Some of the 
buildings are available for off-season rentals for events such as livestock shows 
as well as concerts. 

Competitions during the fair range from livestock to textiles and a variety in 
between. A carnival also composes the midway which attracts a younger 
audience and uses about one third of the fairground. 

Three attempts to design the fairground have taken place, however none of these 
designs have emerged as dominant. Therefore, there is little hierarchy in the 
way the paths go through the fair, which results in unclear organization 
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panhandle south plains fair_map 
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panhandle south plains fair_map 
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current south plains fair layout 

Fourth Street 

parking 

parking 

parking 

parking 
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Fig. 3.20 current layout of fairground 
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wells fargo amphitheatre_introduction 

The Wells Fargo Amphitheatre was designed by Carter and Burgess architects 
and has a seating capacity of approximately 1,600. It was completed in August 
2006, and has since been the host of musicals, concerts, and operas. This 
amphitheatre is situated on and overlooks the cliff dividing the Panhandle South 
Plains fairgrounds from Mackenzie Park. The seating is designed so that people 
attending events could bring blankets or chairs with them and enjoy the show, or 
people could just use the steps themselves as seating. 

While the whole project, as designed by Carter and Burgess, was not built, the 
stage and seating are as planned. The part that is not built is a roof covering for 
the main stage. Carter and Burgess did use both stairs and a ramp to bring 
people into the amphitheatre and onto the stage. While the amphitheatre has a 
direct physical connection with the fairground, there is no suggestion that either 
relates to the other. For example, there is no signage or significant gate to 
inform the fairgoer of the existence of the amphitheatre. 
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wellsfargo amphitheatre_drawings 
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Fig. 3.21 site plan as designed by carter and burgess 
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Fig. 3.22 section as designed by carter and burgess section 
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Fig. 3.23 isometric drawing as designed by carter and burgess isometric drawing 
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Fig. 3.24 photograph of wells fargo amphitheatre photograph from park 
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design_introduction 

The design of this project has been derived primarily from the analysis of the 
site, particularly the ground. The existing landscape was the primary informant 
of the form the fair should take. While the design of the programmatic elements 
first came from the notion of weaving, this led to inspiration from several 
children's novels, such as Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, which uses path 
to interconnect different worlds. 
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design_site analysis diagram 
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] 1 B 
preliminary slope diagram 

Fig. 4.1 



path_slope analysis 

Fig. 4.2 

low slope 
medium slope 
high slope 

The first step in the formation of the 
path was to find a way to traverse 
the cliff, so a basic diagram of the 
cliff was drawn. Through this, three 
primary slopes were found, and it 
was determined a winding path 
across these slopes could traverse 
the cliff. 

basic slope diagram 
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path_ design 71 
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Fig. 4.3 path from slopes 



path_ drawing 72 

Fig. 4.8 isometric path 



ground_introduction 

Groundscapes, written by Ilka and Andreas Ruby, discusses the relationship 
between architecture and ground, dividing the ways building can relate to 
ground into nine categories: 

Lifted off the ground 
Embedded in the ground 
Raised ground 
Stacked ground 
Inflated ground 
Vectorial ground 
Carved ground 
Exposed ground 
Inscribed ground 

As the path was formed in plan, in section several issues occurred concerning the 
way the path would relate to the ground. From Groundscapes, several cues were 
taken on the way conversation could occur between the cliff and the path. Four 
of the above nine relationships were discovered and defined. 
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ground_ diagram 

Fig. 4.4 

This condition occurs when a plane 
is lifted above the mass of the earth. 
The plane is an indication of the 
ground below, however it is not nee· 
essarily a reflection. 

lifted off the ground 
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ground_ diagram 

Fig. 4.5 

An embedded condition occurs when 
a volume or plane is pressed into the 
earth. This volume must be both 
submerged and also visible above 
the earth. This requires both addi
tive and subtractive elements to the 
mass of the earth. 

embedded in the ground 
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ground_ diagram 

Fig. 4.6 

Unlike embedded ground, carved 
ground is purely subtractive in na
ture. The plane must be pressed 
into the ground and be wholly sub
merged. 

carved ground 
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Fig. 4.7 
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facets_introd uction 

Through the initial slope analysis, the cliff was divided into facets defined by 5% 
slope increases. Two percentiles of these facets were then lifted off the ground 
and interpreted as overhead coverings. These coverings remained the same 
slope that they were defined by, and were lifted to a height so that they were at 
least 10 feet above the path below. 
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facets_site analysis 79 
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Fig. 4.9 slope analysis 
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final design proposal 

The final path layer of rabbit holes were determined by another percentile of 
facets. These rabbit holes were designed to be quick ways to go from one part of 
the fair to another. Like Lewis Carroll's rabbit hole, these quick routes take you 
from one world to another and the fairgoer doesn't necessarily know where they 
will end up when they come out of the other side. All of the rabbit holes go 
underneath the path, some cut through buildings, one goes through a berm, and 
one goes to an island. However all of them connect to different places 
programmatically and due to the angles and interaction with the path, no 
fairgoer can see the end from the beginning. 
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final design proposal_layers 82 
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Fig. 4.11 existing 
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Fig. 4.12 existing + path 
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Fig. 4.13 
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final design proposal_layers 
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final design proposal_layers 86 

Fig. 4.15 existing+ path+ structural grid+ enclosed service corridors+ rabbit holes 
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Fig. 4.16 existing + path + structural grid + enclosed service corridors + rabbit holes + faceted roofs 
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Fig. 4.18 
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final design proposal_review 

The criticism for this project was primarily directed at a lack of a level of 
materiality. The other major concern of the critics was the fact that two projects 
could be derived from this one: the path project, and the facet project. In this 
document, the path project has taken precedence. A further diagram of the path 
has been drawn to communicate both its preeminence as well as the 
interconnectivity of the different types of path. 
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final design proposal_layout 
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Fig. 4.20 plan of path with center line 
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